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Please take note of the two following safety points. These have come to light after recent incidents whereas
the following have not been followed:
High Visibility Garments
This is a polite reminder that High Visibility Jackets must always be fastened when working on the Apron
area, including within the footprint of aircraft and walking to and from company offices, if not using
approved walkways. This is to ensure that all personnel are visible even in dark and or inclement
conditions, by wearing high visibility garments this reduces the risk of collision between yourself and a
moving vehicle.

High Visibility garments are to be worn in the outbound baggage dock, on all airside grassed areas, on
the runway and taxiways, on and around the aprons including the airside road. Drivers of vehicles are
to wear high visibility garments, whenever they are in these locations, outside the protection of the
vehicle cab
Mobile Phones
Mobile phones and other Portable Electronic Devices shall not be used within 3 metres of a fuelling
aircraft unless they are intrinsically safe. The 3-metre exclusion zone extends 3 metres radially from the
aircraft filling and venting points and any part of the fuelling vehicle (including hoses).
Care is also to be taken when using a portable electronic device airside that situational awareness isn’t
lost when using the mobile device.

More information with regards to the above two points can be found within Airside Operating instruction
7 (AOI 7).
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High Visibility Garments are also to be kept clean and serviceable. As soon as the garment becomes
worn to the point that it starts to loose its high visibility properties then the garment shall need to be
replaced.

